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May Jesus and Mary be loved by all hearts!
Advent is meant to be a quiet time so that we can stay close to the expectant Mother of God and reflect on holy things. Melanie entered into her
final Advent in profound recollection. She chose a town in which she wasn’t known. She predicted her death years in advance. Our Lady was
waiting for her in the early hours of Dec. 15th. We are already in the novena. Let us ask Melanie to help us make a holy Advent.

Reflecting on the Secret of LaSalette
youtu.be/ydXgosT-LsY
We begin line by line reflections on the Secret of LaSalette. In the very first sentence Our Lady told Melanie that it could
be published in 58, presumably in 1858, twelve years after the apparition in 1846. You can follow along with a digital
booklet of the Apparition of LaSalette:
https://houseofmaryomd.org/wp-content/uploads/door-11-library/old-wing-d-
giftshop/booklets/BKL001_LaSalette_Appar_SEQ.pdf

Our Theotokan is a Certified Homeopath and ready to help you
Homeopathy offers natural remedies for a multitude of illnesses, including cancer. Alice has invested hundreds of hours
in study so that she can suggest to her clients alternative solutions that don’t require prescription drugs. Alice has
special patience and expertise in chronic illnesses. If you know someone who hasn’t been able to conquer a long-
standing health problem, be sure and email them a picture of her business card. What a Christmas gift that might be!

Alice-Poh-BusCd-2023

Should Nuns Wear Habits?

youtu.be/ETJhrO4fT5A
As we continue reflecting on the Rule of Mary, we need to grasp its implications for the Order of the Mother of God in
the context in which it was delivered. Regarding the Habit, Melanie described it in detail. You can read it yourself in the
Apparition book:
https://houseofmaryomd.org/wp-content/uploads/door-11-library/old-wing-d-
giftshop/booklets/BKL001_LaSalette_Appar_SEQ.pdf
We need to consider the deeper question of whether a habit is relevant at all . . .

The Book of Jonah–A Carmelite Bible Study
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youtu.be/AzJavN0-d8E
This is the first installment of a unique Scripture course. This is not a “big fish” story! Jonah is an accredited prophet.
How much do you know about this short but important book of the Bible?

“Well, my children, you will pass this on to all my people!”

https://youtu.be/AzJavN0-d8E

